Abstmct-We study fairness when receivers in a multicast network can not subscribe to fractional layers. This case arises when the source hierarchically encodes its signal and the hierarchical structure is predetermined. Unlike the case of the fractional layer allocation, which has been studied extensively in 1141, bandwidth can be allocated in discrete chunks only. Fairness issues become vastly different. Computation of lexicographic optimal rate allocation becomes NP-hard in this case, while lexicographic optimal rate allocation is polynomial complexity computable when fractional layers can be allocated. Furthermore, maxmin fair rate vector may not exist in this case. We introduce a new notion of fairness, maximal fairness. We propose a polynomial complexity algorithm for computation of maximally fair rates allocated to various source-destination pairs. Even though, maximal fairness is a weaker notion of fairness, it coincides with lexicographic optimality and maxmin fairness, when maxmin fair rate allocation exists. So the algorithm for computing maximally fair rate allocation computes maxmin fair rate allocation, when the latter exists.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multicasting poses some specific fairness challenges. The fairness objective is that every receiver receives service at a rate commensurate with its capabilities and the capacity of the path leading to it from the source, A single rate of transmission per session is likely to either overwhelm the slow receivers or starve the fast ones, in absence of additional provisions. Multirate transmission should be used to counter network heterogenity. Multirate transmission can be attained using a hierarchical or a layered transmission scheme. In this approach, a signal is encoded into a number of layers that can be incrementally combined to provide progressive refinement. The receivers adapt to congestion by adding and dropping layers, As we discuss later, the layer bandwidths are often predetermined and can not be tuned according to the needs of the network. A receiver either receives a layer fully or does not receive the layer, at all. It can not partially subscribe to a layer, unlike [14] . Effectively, the network can only allocate a discrete set of rates to the receivers, whereas a continuous set of rates can be allocated when receivers can subscribe to fractional layers [l4] . We study fair allocation of rates under this additional constraint. As it turns out , fairness in a discrete set is vastly different from that in a continuous set.
Maxmin fairness[3] is a well accepted notion of fairness.
A rate allocation is maxmin fair, if no receiver can be allocated a higher rate without hurting another receiver having equal or lower rate. A maxmin fair rate allocation may not exist in a discrete set. However, a maxmin fair rate allocation always exists in a continuous set. Lexicographic optimality is another notion of fairness. A lexicographically optimal rate vector is one which maximizes its minimum component in a feasible set, subject to this maximization, it maximizes the second minimum, etc'. Lexicographically optimal rate allocation exists in a discrete set, but as we prove later, its computation is a i NP-hard problem. However lexicographically optimal rate allocation is identical to the maxmin fair rate allocation and is thus polynomial complexity computable in a continuous set[l1] [14] . We can compute a maximally fair rate allocation in a discrete set, instead. We introduce the concept of maximal fairness more formally later, but a rate allocation is maximally fair if no other rate allocation is "fairer" in some sense. That is, if a rate allocation is maximally fair, then to increase the rate of a receiver a, we must lower that of another receiver j to a value less than the new rate of s. If a rate allocation is maximally fair, then any other rate allocation will be "unfair" or LLless fair" to some receiver. Maximally fair rate allocation is a weaker notion of fairness as compared to maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimality. But, maximal fairness has various desirable properties fairness properties,e.g., it coincides with maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimali t y when maxmin fair rate allocation exists. We discuss ocher desirable fairness properties of maximally fair allocations later. In a nutshell, maximal fairness is probably the best we can achieve in the discrete case in view of the nonexistence of maxmin fair rate allocation and computational complexity of lexicographically optimal rate allocation. We will present a polynomial complexity algorithm for computing maximally fair rate allocation in this paper. This algorithm yields a maxmin fair rate vector, if it exists. Our algorithm for computation of maximally fair allocation do not asume any properties specific to internet or ATM. So it is applicable in a very general scenario. Keeping in mind ATM networks, we have incorporated minimum rate requirements and maximum rate constraints in our model.
We review related work for discrete bandwidth layer allocation briefly. Well known network protocols for layered transmission, RLM (Receiver-driven Layered Multic,wt) [lO] and LVMR (Layered Video Multicast with Reti-ansmissions) [7] do not handle fairness among sessions very well, when there are multiple sessions competing for bandwidth [8] . An alternative layer allocation scheme has been proposed in [8] . There is empirical evidence that this scheme improves fairness among sessions for networks with multiple video sessions sharing only one link. But, there is no experimental or analytical evidence that the scheme works well for more complex networks, with sessions sharing several links with each other. -Besides [8] does not compute actual rates or the number of layers allocated to the receivers in an arbitrary network, under some well defined notion of fairness. Rubenstein et. al. also points out that maxmin fair rate allocations may not exist for discrete bandwidth layers [ll] . But, [ll] suggests a policy of coordinated random add and drop of the highest layer for various receivers, as a remedy. This attains long term rates close to the maxmin fair allocation. However, this oscillation is likely to produce perceptually annoying distortion. The resulting perceptual quality may even be worse than not subscribing to the highest layer at all. Besides, [ll] observes that this random add and drop of highest layer generally leads to underutilization of link capacity. We recommend use of maximally fair rate allocations instead.
We have omitted all proofs throughout, on account of space restrictions. Refer to technical report[l5] for proofs and details.
CONSTRAINTS ON SIGNAL STRUCTURE
We discuss the network scenarios under which the feasible set of rate allocations becomes discrete. In multirate transmission, source transmits at a rate equal to the maximum of the rates allocated to its receivers. At forking points, video gateways may be used to transcode signal into a lower bit rate such that the rate in every link is equal to the maximum of the fair rates allocated to the session receivers downstream [l6] . Output rates for video gateways can be fine tuned to match the required receiver rates, if rate adaptive videogateways are used [l] . It may not be possible to know apriori which intermediate nodes need transcoding provisions, because this depends on fair rate allocations and fair rate allocations w i l l change dynamically depending on the traffic conditions. So we may need to deploy transcoding gateways at all intermediate nodes which have a fanout (number of outgoing links) greater than one. This makes transcoding financially prohibitive. Intensive computation required for transcoding increases end to end delay. More importantly, transcoding can not be applied to a secure communication network without entrusting the network with the encryption key. Depending on the security risks, this may be totally unacceptable. In these cases, network heterogenity can be countered through hierarchical encoding only.
We assume that hierarchical coding is used, i.e., the source encodes its signal into a number of layers that can be incrementally combined to provide progressive refinement in quality. Hierarchical coding was first suggested for packet voice transmission [4] . Subsequently, several hierarchical coding schemes have been proposed for video, 0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 1492 e.g., [17] . Continuous bandwidth allocation is possible in presence of hierarchical encoding if the layer structure is flexible. In this case, once the desired rates are computed, the source partitions its signal to form as many layers as there axe distinct receiver rates and tunes the layer bandwidths to match the receiver rates. However, this tuning is not always possible as layer structure is fixed and predetermined in certain cases. This is because, certain coding sclhemes are not amenable to dynamic layer bandwidths because of their inherent structure, e.g., perceptually weighted wavelets using hierarchical vector quantization with wavelet decomposition(WWHVQ) [19]. In certain video codes, substreams can be extracted to produce a specific range of resolutions only, e.g., 3D Subband Video Coding[l7]. Some coding schemes are particularly successful only when some apriori structure or hierarchy can be found in the problem[l8], because computationally expensive optimizations, e.g., quantizer thresholds optimizations, can be carried out offline only. Some codecs, e.g., PVH codec of [9] are amenable to dynamic layer bandwidth adaptation, but the implementations still have a fixed layout strategy. In many cases, generating a layer requires a dedicated filter, and the number of filters employed by the source is fixed. Thus the number of layers is limited. Similarly, requirements for minimum packet size and limitations on packetization delay, may impose a lower bound on bandwidth assigned to a single layer and thus adversely affect layer granularity. Thus layer bandwidths are often k e d and a perfect match between the la,yer bandwidths and the required receiver rates is not feasible.
Reference [14] suggests the following approach for continuous bandwidth allocation, in cases of fixed or partially adaptive signal hierarchy. Allocate to the receivers many layers as permitted by the computed rate. If the total bandwidth consumed by the layers allocated to a receiver is strictly less than the computed rate, allocate one more layer to the receiver and let the network drop a certain portion of packets of the last layer at a forking point. This may not work always. This is because the network may not be well equipped to selectively replicate a certain percentage of packets of the highest layer or selectively drop a certain percentage of packets of the highest layer after replicating all the packets. Most of the current day routers follow random drop or drop tail policy, i.e., in event of congestion the routers drop any packet in the queue or the packet at the end of the queue, depending on the respective policy. So if the receivers oversubscribe, the network w i l l be congested and the routers will indiscriminately drop packets of all the layers. In hierarchical encoding, a higher layer yields useful information only when the lower layers have been successfully decoded. So loss of packets of all the layers will adversely affect signal quality. It is a good idea not to subscribe to the highe;st layer at all in this case and keep the network free of congestion. Besides, if the highest layer employs a differ-ential coding scheme, then even a small percentage loss of packets may garble the entire information in the final layer. Another point to keep in mind is that generally the layers are coded so that the loss of entire layer may cause graceful degradation in quality. However loss of a certain proportion of the highest layer packets may produce perceptually annoying distortions in certain coding schemes. In all these cases, "partial" subscription to a layer is useless and receivers can only subscribe to layers fully. Besides, sometimes a source simply transmits each layer of its signal on a separate multicast group [lO] . A receiver either subscribes to a group or it does not. It can not "partially" subscribe.
So we assume that the bandwidths consumed by the layers are predetermined. A receiver can not be allotted a layer "partially". As a consequence the possible rates of a receiver form a discrete set. 
F~mnal definition follows.
Let 7j CiEn Ail 5 C l (capacity condition).
Here 'xi1 denotes the rate allocated to session i on link 1 under rate allocation r'. It is the maximum of the ratas allocated to the virtual sessions of session i traversing link 1, i.e., Ail = maxjGm(i,z) r j .
2.
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+Absence of these requirements can be incoporated by choosing minimum layer requirement a8 0 and maximum layer requirement Figure 1 illustrates en example network with a few capacity and maximum and minimum rate constraints.
Henceforth we shall ignore the maximum layer constraints. This does not cause any loss in generality because maximum layer constraints can be incorporated by adding artificial links between receivers with maximum layer constraints and the rest of the network. Capacity of such an artificial link is equal to the bandwidth consumed by the maximum number of layers of the respective r e ceiver. The size of the augmented network is comparable to that of the given network. So complexity of any algorithm for computation of fair layer allocation in a network should remain the same, if we use the augmented network instead.
Iv. FAIRNESS IN DISCRETE FEASIBLE SET
Fairness in a discrete feasible set have not been studied before. First, we describe various useful notions of fairness in a discrete feasible set. A feasible layer allocation vector is maxmin fair if it is not possible to maintain feasibility and increase the number of layers of a virtual session without decreasing that of any other virtual session which has equal or lower number of layers. More formally, a feasible layer allocation vector 7' is maxmin fair if it satisfies the following property with respect to any other feasible layer allocation vector q2: if there exists i such that the ith component of q2, 7; is strictly greater than that of ql, 7: (7; > r f ) , then there exists j such that the j t h component of T1, -, $ is less than or equal to the ith component of T I , 7: (7; 5 7;) and the j t h component of T2 (7:) is strictly less than the j t h component of 7' (7; c 7;). The components of q2 are more unequal than those of in some sense.
Example IV. 1: The maxmin fair layer allocation vector in the network of Figure 1 is (8, 5, 5 Example IV.2: A lexicographically optimal layer allocation vector in the network of Figure 1 is (8, 5, 5) . The minimum component of every layer allocation vector must be less than or equal to 5, because of the capacity constraint of link e3. If the minimum component is equal to 5, then the second minimum must be equal to 5 also, because of the capacity constraint of link e3. Capacity constraint of link e2 forces the largest component to be 8.
Maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimdity are not entirely equivalent, though they have been used interchangeably in many places. Certain references have defined maxmin fair vector as the lexicographic optimal one, e.g. [5] . Our definition of maxmin fairness have been suggested in 131. Going by this definition, maxmin fairness is stronger than lexicographic optimality. In general, if we consider finite dimensional vectors, with the feasibility set closed and bounded, a lexicographically optimal vector always exists, but a maxmin fair vector may not exist. H.owever as Lemma 1 stated below proves, if a maxmin fair vector exists, it is lexicographically optimal. This holds for arbitrary feasible sets-of k-dimensional vectors.
Lemma 1: If a vector A is maxmin fair in a feasible set, then it is lexicographically optimal in the same feasible set.
In general a maxmin fair layer allocation may not exist. Since layer allocation is a finite dimensional vector with components having integer values and the feasible set is bounded, a lexicographically optimal layer allocation exkits though. None of these vectors are maxmin fair. For each of these vectors, it is possible to maintain feasiblity aad increase the number of layers of one session, possibly hurting another session, but the other session has higher number of layers. For example, consider the allocation (0,l). It is possible to increase the number of layers of session 1, by hurting session 2. However session 2 has higher number of layers than session 1 in this allocation. Both (1,O) and (0,l) are lexicographically optimal.
If the feasibility set were continuous, as in [14] , maxmin fair rate allocation vector would always exist and would hence be lexicographically optimal(Lemma 1). The definitions of maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimality can be used interchangeably in this case. However, in our case, we need to distinguish between the two. In view of the nonexistence of maxmin fair layer allocation, lexicographically optimal layer allocation is the best one can hope for in this case. However as NP-hardness lemma shows, computation of lexicographic optimal layer allocation is an NP-hard problem in this case.
Lemma 2 (NP-hardness) Computation of lexicographically optimal layer allocation vector is NP-hard.
The idea behind the proof is that, given any arbitrary graph G, one can construct a network such that the computation of a lexicographically optimal layer allocation in the network has the same complexity as the computation of the largest independent set in the graph G. It is well known that the latter is an instance of an NP-hard problem.
In For example, both the layer allocation vectors (1,O) and (0,l) are maximally fair and lexicographically optimal in the network of Example IV.3.
The definitions for maxmin fairness, lexicographic optimality and maxmimal fairness of rate allocation vectors are the same m those for layer allocation vectors.
A layer allocation vector is maxmin fair (lexicographic optimal/maximally fair) if and only if the corresponding rate allocation vector is " i n fair (lexicographic optimal/maximdy fair).
As we show later, maximally fair layer allocation exists and can be computed in polynomial complexity. One objective could be to allocate layers as per some maximally f2ir layer allocation. But, first we investigate, whether maximal fairness is a good notion of fairness. To this effect, we introduce the concept of pseudo-bottleneck links. This is analogous to the concept of bottleneck links for a continuous feasible set [l4] . Consider a layer allocation vector 7. A link I is said to be pseudo-bottlenecked with respect to a virtual session k traversing E, for layer allocation vector q, if the following conditions are met:
1. Capacity of the link is almost fully utilized, i.e., the difference between the capacity of the link and the s u m of the rates allocated to the sessions travelling across the link must be less than b, i.e.,
2.
The vrtual session has the maximum number of layers amongst all virtual sessions of the sarne session traversing the link, i.e., ~k = r x ( k ) l , where x ( k ) is the session of virtual session k. 3. If the number of layers assigned to any other virtual session j traversing through link I is higher than that of virtual session k by two or more layers, then the number of layers assigned to virtual session j is less than or equal to the minimum number of layers required for some virtual session in m(x(j),Z) (set of virtual sessions traversing link I and belonging to the same session as virtual session j ) . Formalizing this, if 7.j > ~~! j ) r , where ~$ 1 = maxjEn(i,l) Lj then --yj 5 ~k + 1. T b means that the difference between number of layers assigned to some other virtual session j and virtual session k can exceed 1 only because of the minimum layer constraint of the session of j. If there were no minimum number of layers requirement, the number of layers assigned to any other virtual session j traversing through link 1 would not exceed that of virtual session k by more than one.
Let rY be the rate vector for layer allocation 7. Ignore the maximum rate constraints. Consider the layer allocation (4,2,3). Link el is pseudo-bottlenecked w.r.t. virtual sessions 1,3 and link e3 is pseudo-bottlenecked w.r.t. virtual session 2. Now consider the layer allocation vector (4,4,1). Virtual session 3 does not have a pseudobottleneck link. This is because it traverses through links el, e3 and e6. Virtual session 2 traversing through link e3 has 3 more layers than virtual session 3 and does not have a minimum number of layers requirement. This violates pseudo-bottleneck condition (3). Total bandwidth consumed by the sessions traversing through link el is 5 units in all but the capacity of the link is 7 units, 2 units more than the capacity utilized and b = 1. Similarly, utilized capacity of link e6 is 1 unit, while actual capacity of e6 is 6 units. This violates pseudo-bottleneck condition (1).
However link ez(e3) is pseudo-bottlenecked w.r.t. virtual session l(2.)
Lemma 4 (pseudo-bottleneck lemma) A feasible layer allocation vector is maximally fair iff every virtual session has a pseudo-bottleneck link.
This lemma shows that maximal fairness is a good notion of fairness. Note that by this lemma, if a layer allocation vector is maximally fair, then the number of layers allocated to a virtual session s can be increased only at the expense of one or more virtual sessions which have at most one layer more than S. From the dekition of a pseudobottleneck link, if there is no minimum number of layers requirement for any virtual session, every virtual session will be assigned at least [(& -(1 -ln(Z)1-'))1 layers for some link 1 in its path, where n(l) is the set of sessions traversing link 1. This indicates that every virtual session is guaranted a bandwidth close to the fair share of capacity for at least one link on its path. For large Ci, a virtual session gets at least (approximately) layers for some link I on its path. In general, networks have large capacities. Thus maximally fair allocation is fair to every virtual session in some sense. In presence of minimum rate requirements, every virtual session s is guaranted
link 2 on its path, where ~ ( 1 ) is the set of sessions traversing link E with minimum session rate in link 1 exceeding the rate of virtual session s (~( 1 ) C n(l)). Intuitively, this means that virtual session s receives an almost fair share of the residual link 2 bandwidth, after distributing the minimum rates to other sessions. This lemma also serves ai{ a test for maximal fairness of a feasible layer allocation vcxtor. There exists a similar result for maxmin fairness in a continuous feasible set which says that a rate allocation is maxmin fair if and only if every virtual session has a bottleneck link. The definitions of bottleneck links are similar in both cases.
Maximal fairness has other nice properties.
As Lemma 3 shows, a lexicographically optimal layer allocation belongs to the set of maximally fair layer allocations. Also by definition, a maxmin fair layer allocation, (if one exists), is fairer than all other feasible layer allocations.
Thus if a maxmin fair layer allocation elcists, it is the only maximally fair layer allocation. So any algorithm for computation of a maximally fair layer allocation will yield a m . d n fair layer allocation, if one exists. This is interesting, in view of the observation that even if a maxmin fair rate allocation exists in our discrete feasible set, it may be different from the maxmin fair rate allocation in the continuous feasible set (i.e., feasible set when the rate allocations must satisfy only the capacity and minimum rate constraints). Technical report [15] furnishes an example to this effect. This difference is because of the difference in the feasible set of rate vectors in the two cases. The feasible set of rate vectors for discrete bandwidth layers is a proper subset of the continuous feasible set of [14]. Hence the maxmin fair rate vectors are different in some cases, even when the maxmin fair rate vector exists for discrete bandwidth layers. This means that an algorithm for computation of maxmin fair rates in the continuous feasible set may not compute the maxmin fair rate vector for the discrete bandwidth case, even when the latter exists. Thus we have a strong incentive to compute the maximally fair rate allocation. We present a polynomial complexity algorithm for computation of a maximally fair layer allocation in the next section. The corresponding ritte allocation is also maximally fair. if the maxmin fair rate allocations are computed with capacity C l of link 1 replaced by b[yj, then the algorithm mentioned above may yield a maximally fair layer allocation if one tries to add a layer to the virtual sessions in some particular order. But there is no obvious way to determine this order, particularly for multicast networks. An exampIe in technical report [15] shows that trying to increment the number of layers of virtual sessions in increasing order of layer8 allocated may not always lead to a maximally fair layer allocation. It is not easy to know ahead the right order. Trying all possible orders will yield an exponential complexity algorithm in the worst case.
However there exists a polynomial complexity algorithm for computation of a maximally fair layer allocation.
n(Z), m(i,l), x(s) and p g are as defined in pages 3, 3, 5 and 6 respectively. We introduce some additional terminologies.
L, is the set of links traversed by virtual session s. A virtual session is saturated under a rate vector if it traverses a link in which the session rate is equal to its bandwidth and if the difference between the bandwidth consumed in the link and the capacity of the link is less than b units. A session is saturated on a link 1 if all the virtual sessions of the session travelling through the link 1 are saturated.
~( k )
denotes the link control parameter of link I at the end of the kth iteration. Link control parameter is an iterate used in computation of the maximally fair rates. It is an estimate of the fair share of the bandwidth of the link which can be allocated to the unsaturated virtual sessions traversing the link. qil(k) denotes the session link parameter of session i traversing through link 1. It is the bandwidth assigned to session i, if there were no bandwidth constraints for any of its virtual sessions on other links and feasible rate allocations need only satisfy capacity and minimum rate constraints (i.e., feasible rates need not be multiple of b). w8(k) is the bandwidth that is assigned to virtual session s at the end of the kth iteration if it is restricted to receive no more than any of its session link control parameters, qX(,p(k), on its path. Here, it is the largest multiple of b not exceeding its minimum session link control parameter on its path.
flg(k) is the bandwidth allocated to session i in link 1, under the rate vector w'(k). Ra(k) = T8(k) is the bandwidth allocated to virtual session s at the end of the kth iteration. ?(k) denotes the rate vector at the end of the kth iteration, with components, r8(k). Xg(k) is the rate allocated to the session i on link I at the end of the kth iteration. It is actually the maximum of the rates allocated to the virtual sessions in m(i, 1 ) at the end of the kth iteration. A(k) is the set of virtual sessions which are saturated w.r.t. rate allocation w'(k) m=j€m(i,l) fm).
S ( k ) denotes the set of unsaturated virtual sessions at the end of the kth iteration.
El(k) denotes the set of unsaturated sessions traversing link 1 at the end of the kth iteration. e ( k ) denotes the total bandwidth consumed by the saturated sessions traversing link I at the end of the kth iteration.
The algorithm follows.
7 is the output layer allocation vector. 
Go to step (2).
At every iteration k, the algorithm computes a "fair share" of the link bandwidth for every session, i, the ses- Initially all the link control parameters are assigned zero values. The rates of the virtual sessions are initialized to the respective minimum rates. All sessions and virtual sessions are unsaturated. Next the algorithm computes the link control parameters as per step (3). If there are no minimum rate requirements, the link control parameter for link E at the first iteration is the capacity of the link per session traversing the link. The next step is to compute session link parameters for every session at every link. Session link control parameter for a session traversing a link is the maximum of the link control parameter and the previous iteration session link rate. If a virtual session traversing link I , had no bandwidth constraint on other links, then it is assigned a rate equal to the greatest multiple of b not exceeding its session link control parameter. On account of the bandwidth constraint in other links, the virtual session gets a rate equal to the greatest multiple of b not exceeding the minimum of its session link control parameters on its path. This ensures that virtual session rates are multiples of 6. If no virtual session is saturated, (A(k) = q5), then try to find a virtual session s which satisfies the properties mentioned in step (8). At least one such virtual session exists in this case [l5] . Increment the rate of such a virtual session by b. This is done because otherwise, the algorithm can continue forever. This is because in the next iteration, the same link control parameter w i l l be computed and the process repeats again and again. A session is saturated if all its virtual sessions are saturated. The bandwidth consumed by the saturated sessions, if any, are computed. This bandwidth is subtracted from the link capacity, and the link ccintrol parameters axe recomputed at the beginning of every iteration as per step (3) and the process continues. The algorithm determines which virtual session and sessions are saturated. A new iteration starts if there are still unsaturated virtual sessions. Either the rate of at least one virtual session increases by b units or the number of unsaturated virtual session decreases by at least one, at the end of every iteration[l51. Neither of these two can continue indefinitely. So the algorithm terminates in finite number of iterations (at most ILIA4 iterations, C is the set of all links, M is the number of virtual sessions).
Upon termination, we have a maximally fair rate vector and the corresponding layer allocation is maximally fair as well. An example illustrating the operation of the algorithm follows. and Fez (1) = 4 otherwise. Computations for the next iteration are as fohws. v e l (2) = 3, qe3 (2) = 2.5, qes(2) = 4, qeg(2) = 6 and ql(2) = q(1) for the rest of the links. The session link control parameters are as follows. ?Iel (2) = 4, E;e,(I) = Z,=(1) = {1,2}, Ees(1) = (1)) Ee6(1) = ( 2 ) 712el(2) = 3, qleo(2) = 4, qles(2) = 2.5, mes(2) = 2-59 qle4(2) = 4, qIes(2) = 4, 72ee (2) = 6. w2(2) = u3(2) = 2. wl(l) = ~~( 1 ) = 4. No new virtual session is saturated w.r.t. w'(2). Both virtual sessions 2 and 3 satisfy the conditions for incrementation in step (8) . We choose virtual session 2 for incrementation arbitrarily. It follows that q(2) = 4,r2(2) = 3,r3(2) = 2. This saturates both virtual sessions 2 and 3. All virtual sessions are saturated and the algorithm terminates.
The following theorems prove that the algorithm terminates in a finite number of iterations and yields a maximally fair layer allocation upon termination. If there exists a maxmin fair layer allocation vector, then the output layer allocation vector is maxmin fair.
Theorem 1 (Maximal-Fairness Theorem) If the algorithm terminates, then the output layer allocation vector y'is 1. maximally fair 2. maxmin fair, if a maxmin fair layer allocation exists. We give the gist of the proof here. We first show that the rate allocation at the end of every iteration is feasible. We show that if a virtual session saturates in an iteration, then it has a pseudo-bottleneck link in all subsequent iterations. Maximal fairzless of the final rate allocation vector and hence the output layer allocation vector follows from the pseudo-bottleneck lemma (Lemma 4), since the algorithm terminates only when all virtual sessions saturate. The last part of the theorem follows from the observation made in Section IV that any algorithm which outputs a maximally fair layer allocation, outputs a maxmin fair layer allocation, if one such exists. The following theorem proves that the algorithm terminates in finite number of iterations.
The algorithm terminates in at most M + lLlM number of iterations, where C is the set of links and M is the number of virtual sessions. The idea behind the proof is as follows. We show that in every iteration either the number of unsaturated virtual sessions decrease by at least one or the rate of an unsaturated virtual session increase by at least b units as compared to that in the previous iteration. The first can take place for at most M iterrations. We show that the second can take place for at most lLlM iterations. The result follows. The choice of an unsaturated virtual session s for possible incrementaion of rate is crucial for attaining maximal fairness in the end. Technical report [15] has an example which shows that if A(k) = 4, and the rate of a virtual session s is incremented by b units but it does not satisfy the requirements of Step (8) then the output layer allocation may not be maximally fair.
The source can transmit each layer on a separate multicast group. Once the fair layer allocation is computed, the receivers subscribe to the appropriate multicast groups. If no receiver subscribes to a particular layer, then the source does not transmit it.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Summarizing, this is the e s t study in fairness with the assumption that bandwidths can be allocated in discrete chunks only, This makes the feasible set discrete. Fairness in a discrete feasible set is vastly different from that in a continuous feasible set and have not been explored before, in multicast, or even unicast scenario. Maxmin fair rate allocation may not exist in this case. We have shown that computation of lexicographically optimal layer allocation is NP-hard. We have introduced the notion of maximally fair rate allocation and shown that a maximally fair layer allocation has many nice properties with respect to fairness. We have presented a polynomial complexity algorithm for computation of a maximally fair rate allocation.
Our results apply to both internet and ATM like networks.
We present some interesting topics for future research.
A lexicographically optimal layer allocation is the best one can hope for, when the feasible set is discrete. However, as we have shown, the computation of a lexicographically optimal layer allocation for discrete bandwidth layers is an NP-hard problem. Developing computationally simple approximation algorithms for allocation of rates close to a lexicographically optimal layer allocation w.r.t. some useful metric may form interesting topics of future research. It is not even known whether there can exist such algorithms. Good heuristics for this purpose may also be interesting.
We have so far assumed that every layer of every source consumes the same bandwidth, i.e., b units. This assumption has been made elsewhere, as well, e.g., while simulating the RLM internet protocol, [lo] assumes that every layer consumes 32 kb/s bandwidth. However, this assumption does not hold in all coding schemes. There may be more complicated situations where the hierarchical signal structure of some sessions is flexible while it is predetermined for some others. For instance, the service rates of receivers of some sessions have a continuous range, while those of receivers of some other sessions can only take discrete values. Also, it is possible that layer bandwidths can be fine tuned in certain ranges, while the granulartity is coarse in other ranges. Fairness in these scenarios becomes more technical, and is beyond the scope of the current paper. We have considered this more general case in [13] . In fact, [13] studies a more general fairness objective, namely, fairness of utilities. End users are more concerned about quality of service rather than service rates. So, we considered utility functions connecting rates with quality of service. The utility of a bandwidth can be bandwidth itself, layers allocated, perceptual quality or distortion. The utility function need not be continuous nor strictly increasing. In general, bandwidth allocation will be very different for different fairness objectives and the fairness objective can be decided on a case by case basis only. We presented an algorithm for computing the maximally fair allocation of utilities, for arbitrary utility functions. Since layers can be considered utilities of bandwidth, the algorithm of [13] applies to fair dlocation of discrete bandwidth layers as well. However, this algorithm is technical and fairly complicated. The algorithm we present here is simpler to implement and gives the essential intuition, even though it addresses a special case of [13].
Our algorithm is amenable to distributed implementation. The criteria for determination of rate of a virtual session uses information along the path of the virtual session mainly. The only place where the algorithm uses global information is that r,(k) = w,(k) + b, for at most one virtual session, s. This feature of the algorithm is not crucial to the proof of maximal fairness of the output and is a matter of convenience. This increase in rate can be carried out for multiple virtual sessions, subject to feasibility and as long a9 they satisfy the criteria of step (8) and the algorithm will still output a maximally fair layer allocation. However, the details for the distributed implementation need to be worked out.
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